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LR-calculation of any kinship situation using a

new graphical interface: Generate two or more

hypotheses, draw the family trees and assign

the DNA-profiles to person symbols

T. Dajda, M. Jung *
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Abstract. We developed a graphical interface to allow an intuitive construction of alternative family

trees defined as hypotheses. The novelty is that the family tree/hypothesis can be constructed like

with a graphic design programme. The LR formulas and numerical results are given by the kinship

algorithm which is applied to alternative family tree hypotheses. Person symbols are dropped with

the computer mouse and the connection lines between the symbols are also set with a mouse. Null

alleles or mutations can be treated. A simulation module allows calculations for any kinship scenario.

The markers used and the number of persons can be varied in order to study the influence on the LR-

value. It is a powerful tool for the planning of a relatedness DNA-analysis and is most useful for

deficiency cases (how many markers, which persons should be tested). D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All

rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The software PaternityIndex is structured in two modules: one for calculation and one

for simulation of kinship cases. The innovative part is a graphical interface, written in

Java, with which hands-on time spent constructing the various hypotheses and the

assignment of DNA-profiles to person symbols is greatly reduced. Hypotheses and DNA-

profile operations can be executed intuitively by the user. This simplicity helps to avoid

syntax errors in the set of hypotheses. DNA-profiles can be loaded from ASCII files or
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Fig. 1. A: Person symbol dropped with a mouse, B: symbols connected with a mouse, C: allele assignment.
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from a database. DNA-profile ASCII files are generated by DNA-fragment analysis

software. Using such files directly for calculation reduces the risk of typing errors during

manual data entry. The software uses the kinship algorithm derived by Brenner [1]. The

results are given in numerical values and algebraic formulas for each marker. Several

alternative hypotheses can be compared with one click. The LR-value for the most

probable hypotheses will then be determined in a pairwise hypothesis comparison.

2. Construction of hypotheses

The first steps of setting up a hypothesis are described in Fig. 1A–C. After the family

tree is set up, one assigns the DNA profiles via Person properties to the symbols and gets

a menu as in Fig. 1C. Data can be entered manually via drop down menus or automatically

read from a file or database.

3. Example: Paper Challenge ISFG Paternity Testing Workshop 2004

DNA-data was given for BR, SI, M and Child to find out if AF can be the father of

Child. The grandparents GM and GF had to be introduced to define BR, SI and AF as full

siblings. Calculation for H2 was not under question in the paper challenge of the workshop

but can easily be introduced into the scenario just by copying H1 and adding the parent

connection line from BR to Child as in H2. The graphical setup of the hypothesis’ family

trees is given in Fig. 2.

Choosing the function compare hypotheses leads to the following result in Fig. 3. H2 is

the least likely hypothesis and BR with 4 inconsistencies on THO1, D2S1338, TPOX and

D5S818 can be excluded from paternity.
Fig. 2. Three hypotheses H0, H1 and H2, no DNA-data for GM, GF and AF (Alleged Father) was available.



Fig. 4. Numerical result for H0 against H1, it is most probable that AF is the father of Child.

Fig. 3. Comparison of H0 and H1 against the least likely hypothesis H2.
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Although AF could not be tested, it is highly probable that AF is the father of Child

when testing H0 versus H1 as given in Fig. 4. The scenario in Fig. 2 now can easily be

modified e.g. to study the influence on the quality of the result by removing SI, BR, or M

from the family tree.

4. Concluding remarks

This paper describes a new graphical interface for DNA-relatedness testing. It is a tool

to carry out calculations for complex kinship scenarios in very short time. But as a

function of persons and loci tested, the question is how strong the support from an

achieved LR value is. The interpretation of the LR value to the customer may consume

much more time and effort than calculating the LR especially in case of smal LR values. In

such cases the calculation and simulation functions of PaternityIndex can be used to plan

the further extension of the analysis, such as to decide which other persons from the family

tree and/or how many other markers should be typed to increase the LR value.
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